NOTICE

As per MCC PG information bulletin refund process of Security Deposit of all the eligible candidates of PG counselling 2021 will start only after the completion of all rounds of Counselling.

‘Hence, the candidate must keep their card/bank account ACTIVE till refund process is completed. If card/bank account is closed before the completion of refund, the bankers will not be able to complete the refund process. Since bankers will take long time to identify & return the failed refunds to Financial Custodian and legal formalities are to be complied for initiating refund to different bank account, refund to new bank account will take very long time. Neither Financial Custodian nor MCC will be responsible for such delay’.

Please contact financemcc@lifecarehll.com for any refund related queries.

Direct queries to MCC regarding refund/payment will not be entertained.
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